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About This Game

Amaze Bowl is the ultimate bowling experience that allows you to immerse yourself in the most exciting bowling game play.
You will get to bowl in a variety of environments such as jungle temples, industrial factories, ski slopes, and carnivals.

The levels are unique and they all come with their own sets of challenges, a variety of difficulty levels, so you can easily play
based on your skill level.

The game offers you an action-packed, exciting experience that you can enjoy. You can play Amaze Bowl alone or with friends
and you can improve your bowling skills!

Features:
• Multiple levels to choose from

• A great way to test and improve your bowling skills
• Play alone or with friends

• Seamless VR bowling experience
• Great graphics
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Title: Amaze Bowl
Genre: Sports, Early Access
Developer:
OffWorld Laboratories, Protovate
Publisher:
OffWorld Laboratories
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or higher

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

Storage: 3211 MB available space

English
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\\m\/ BRUTAL \\m\/. A half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665side scroller with really bad graphics

I got my 99\u00a2 refunded. Yes, it was that bad.

Don't waste your 99\u00a2 on this turd.. Bejeweled is a classic game that never stops making you come back for more. Each
Bejeweled is practically the same and delivers the same amount of fun in each. The goal of the game is to switch around a
certain amount of jewels to put together a series of 3 or more in a line to make that line or set disappear. The graphics are
perfect for the game. The sounds in the game can feel repetitive at times. The overall gameplay of the game is awesome and
really burns some time for when you have time to spare. There are endless stages it feels like. Each level of the bejeweled series
has its own tricks and treats for you to enjoy. I highly recommend playing these and getting any of these great Bejeweled games
when you have a chance. I love playing them and these are highly recommended for anyone working in the office or at home. I
love this series and i know you will too!!. The game literally doesn't say anything just brings up a f*cking book or something in
my face
Guess I'll click it... It was the starter pack. Okey. Now I have cards.

I wanted to ask for a refund, because I didn't like this game.
I had 36 minutes in the game. Steam says they can't refund me because I have opened a pack...

But the game wouldn't have started if I dont open it and I didn't even know it was a pack.

This is a scam by Valve and if you later want to refund the game DO NOT BUY IT because you won't be able to.. amazing
game, too expensive tho, if it were cheaper more people would renew and play. Have played this a lot. Would like to see
an open mode where the game continues after the allotted time.. Like many reviewers said, this is NOT MADDEN. It's
a solid Indie effort which currently highlights a great aimed passing feature.

Pros:
- All 'official' pro cities represented but for obvious copyright reasons, I thought the dev was very clever with each
team name. You will have no trouble identifying each game team's counterpart in the big leagues.
- As mentioned before, the aimed passing feature
- on easy, the AI is too easy but seemed to get challenging on the harder levels

Cons:
- On all levels AI needs a little more beefing up. Have AI adjust to player's preferential play style during the game
which would force the player to quit using plays that 'always work'
*Rather than list the below items as 'Cons', I understand the game is still being developed so...

Needing:
- At 1920 x 1080, I feel the status bar gets 'in the way' of the view during the receiving portion of a kickoff or punt
return. A way to alleviate this would be to get dev to move the bar down a little bit. Have not tried lower resolutions
- Color blind features needed - namely for the ground 'target' circles. Being partially color blind myself, I have gotten
used to noticing the circle during passing plays but still have a hard time seeing the target circle when about to recv.
from a kickoff or punt.
- REAL time 4 qtrs of play. Maybe have a mode where one could do a quick game (the way it's set now) then have a
more official mode using the official clock times
- Some of the Madden features for being able to throw off blockers - hitstick, etc Maybe a quick view change once a
pass or kick is caught or after a ball is handed off where one could look from the player's POV while running the play
after the catch or hand. *OR*
- Keep the same view since I get that you want 2 players to be able to share the same screen (friend at a friend's house
sort of thing) then maybe slow the game down a little bit. I think all the AI players noticeably all run around the same
speed >> FAST. Greater variability on each individual AI and player controllered players so that some run faster,
some slower. Some defenders block and pass rush better, some don't. etc.. By slowing the game down some, a player can
read the defense a little more, maybe find the holes to run through.
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Otherwise it's a FOOTBALL GAME FOR THE PC! I think it's worth it. If you're tight with the money, maybe hold
out to see what the new 2016 version will be about. I bought in now because the dev needs to earn a living too, and so I
gladly supported his efforts for this 2015 edition and will most likely shell out some more moola for the 2016 version.
I'll become a 'lifer' supporter if I see great improvements in the 2016 version because that's usually a good sign that the
dev is in it to win it!
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What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. uh 10\/10 would cloning clyde again :^). I gave birth to a little girl on 11/13/18. We named her Rose. In this game, I created a
fetus in a test tube with some se'men, an egg, an elixir and some water. The game named her Rose. Best life simulator ever.
10/10. buy at .99 cents wait a year and the game would be fixed(maybe). Non-essential cosmetic DLC. Abyssal Swiggins, a
premium skin for Admiral Swiggins, isn't that great. Featuring new "voice lines" all of which are garbled nonsense,
and new ability animations it leaves much to be desired from a premium skin.. Haven't delved to deeply in to the game
but so far it looks like at lot of fun.. PROS:
Great atmosphere
Quite original (for a game that takes place in a haunted house)
Don\u2019t need to be into horror games to enjoy it
Fun to speed run\/replay
Great music
CONS:
Can be douchey at times
Stereotypical 2-second sprint
Has that one achievement that\u2019s much harder than the others
Is very short (around 1hr)
-----------------------------------------------------------
SPOILERS:
This is one of my favorite games just because of the two sequences at the end.(one being the seecret ending)
. Even as an advocate of early access and in-dev titles in the past, I've recently been avoiding them almost entirely.
Something about this game just made me curioius and I bought it on a whim after playing a decent amount of other
hacking games.
Just keep in mind that early access means the very real possibility of bugs and crashes, unbalanced gameplay, and just
the general "unfinished" feel. So you should expect this. That said, the dev on this project is EXTREMELY responsive
to feedback and on top of any bugs reported. I have no question that he truly respects the opinions of the fanbase and
honestly wants to make his game better. Every time I've posted a bug on the forum, it has been fixed in less than 24
hours!

OK, but what about the actual game?
-There's a good bit of repitition as you can expect with most hacking games, but in this case you are navigating systems
in an FPS style, rather than typing into a console. That may turn off a lot of people right away as "totally not hacking".

-An RPG style upgrade system lets you get better at the things you want to focus on. If you like the combat, fighting
more IC's will level you up. If you prefer to break passwords and spoof user accounts, your stealth rating will increase.
Not an entirely new concept, but in a hacking game it hasn't been greatly explored so far.

-You have a bit of work to start understanding how the gameplay goes, and it can be frustrating and confusing. My
advice is to read all the tutorial screens and absorb the most relevant info at the time. You can refer back anytime for
whatever starts to confuse you.

- TL;DR version -
What this boils down to is just so;
-If you want to play a hacking game that isn't like most hacking games then definitely check it out.
-If the screenshots interest you and you aren't afraid of learning how to play a game while playing it, download it.
-If you want to support Indie devs who are here to make the best game they can, and not take your money and run, buy
it.
BUT,
-If you don't like the idea of early access and want to play a finished game, don't buy it.
-If you're looking for the next Uplink, Hacknet, [your fav hack game here], dont't buy it.
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